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Experiments, theory and atomistic simulations show that finite triple junction mobility results in non-
equilibrium triple junction angles in evolving polycrystalline systems. These angles have been pre-
dicted and verified for cases where grain boundary migration is steady-state. Yet, steady-state never
occurs during the evolution of polycrystalline microstructures as a result of changing grain size and
topological events (e.g., grain face/edge switching - “T1” process, or grain disappearance “T2” or “T3”
processes). We examine the non-steady evolution of the triple junction angle in the vicinity of topo-
logical events and show that large deviations from equilibrium and/or steady-state angles occur. We
analyze $\tau$ the characteristic relaxation time of triple junction angles t by consideration of a pair of
topological events, beginning from steady-state migration. Using numerical results and theoretical
analysis we predict how the triple junction angle varies with time and how t varies with triple junction
mobility. We argue that it is precisely those cases where grain boundaries are moving quickly (e.g., to-
pological process in nanocrystalline materials), that the classical steady-state prediction of the triple
junction angle about finite triple junction mobility is inapplicable and may only be applied qualitatively.

© 2017 Acta Materialia Inc. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

In polycrystalline materials, two grains meet at a surface (grain
boundary), three grains along a curve (triple line or junction) and
four grains at a point (quad point or vertex). In curvature or
capillarity-driven grain boundary migration, a grain boundary
moves with a velocity that is proportional to its mean curvature [1]
and the proportionality constant is the reduced mobility (the
product of the grain boundary mobility and the grain boundary
stiffness) [2]. In the isotropic case, the stiffness is simply the grain
boundary energy (per unit area). The curvature is discontinuous
along triple junctions; this implies that the equilibrium angle
(given by the Young-Dupree equation [3]) is established with
infinite velocity. Hence, in classical grain growth theory, the triple
junction angle is usually assumed to be fixed at its equilibrium
cience and Engineering, Uni-
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value and is therefore treated as a boundary condition.
Experimental results (e.g., see Refs. [4e7])and molecular dy-

namics simulations (e.g., see Ref. [8]), however, show that the triple
junction angle needs not be in equilibrium and deviations from
equilibrium increase with increasing triple junction velocity.
Similar observations have been made in the case for solid-liquid-
vapor, solid-solid-vapor and solid-liquid 1-liquid 2 contact lines
during the spreading or retraction of films on substrates [10e13].
While these observations contradict the constant angle triple
junction boundary condition argument above, consideration of the
microscopic structure of triple junctions suggest the origin of such
deviations from equilibrium. Just like grain boundary mobilities
depends on the atomic structure of a grain boundary, so too the
triple junction mobility should be expected to depend on its own
atomic structure. While the statement that the triple junction angle
is always at its equilibrium value implicitly implies that the triple
junction mobility is infinite [14], finite triple junction mobilities
imply that triple junctions angles will, in general, differ from their
equilibrium value for all finite triple junction velocities.

Finite triple junction mobility also implies that triple junctions
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may provide a drag on grain boundary migration and hence affect
microstructure and grain boundary morphology evolution. This
observationwas anticipated in an early theoretical analysis of grain
boundary triple junction drag [9]. In fact, a series of theoretical (e.g.,
see Refs. [2,14e16,18]), simulation (e.g., see Ref. [8]), and experi-
mental (e.g., see Refs. [4e8]) studies have focussed on precisely this
issue. In order to simplify the theoretical analysis and the inter-
pretation of experiments, many of these studies were carefully
designed to achieve steady-state grain boundary migration profiles
[17] and thus steady-state conditions have been assumed in most
analyzes [2,14,15].

On the other hand, in most important classes of microstructure
evolution (e.g., normal grain growth), grain boundary morphol-
ogies do not evolve in a steady-state manner. For example, the fact
that the mean grain size increases during normal grain growth
implies that some grains must shrink and disappear. As such grains
shrink the mean curvature grows and hence grain boundary ve-
locity is accelerating as the grain shrinks. Formally, this implies that
as the grain size of disappearing grain goes to zero, the grain
boundary velocity diverges. This unphysical result in this common
limiting case implies both that the classical assumptions of grain
boundary migration break down and that finite triple junction
mobility will dominate the evolution as a grain disappears. In fact,
this is true inmost cases when topological changes are occurring or,
in other words, when triple junctions meet. Such topological events
as grain neighbor switching (T1 process) and the disappearance of
three- or two-sided grains (T2 or T3 processes) are a central feature
of microstructural evolution of grain growth.

In this paper, we focus on the effects of finite triple junction
mobility during topological transitions. We do this both because
triple junction mobility effects will be pronounced during these
common topological processes during grain growth and because it
provides a laboratory for observing the effects of finite triple
junction mobility in situations where the common assumption of
steady-state must fail. In particular, we examine the case where
equilibrium triple junction angles change abruptly; namely, during
the T1 and T3 topological processes described above. The main goal
of this study is to determine the effects of triple junction drag in
non-steady-state conditions and the time scale required for triple
junction angles to relax toward those predicted on the basis of
steady-state analyses.
Fig. 1. A schematic illustration of the temporal evolution of a grain boundary system
considered in this paper, which includes a T1 process from (a) to (c) and a T3 process
from (d) to (e). Here (a) is the steady state motion during t <0; (b) shows the occurring
morphology of a T1 process at t ¼ 0; and (c) t ¼ td1, (d) t ¼ td3 and (e) t ¼ tde show several
intermediate evolution morphologies during T1 and T3 processes.
2. Grain boundary dynamics

In capillarity or grain boundary surface tension-driven grain
boundary migration, grain boundary motion is overdamped such
that the grain boundary velocity may be written as the product of
the grain boundary mobility mb and the force on the grain
boundary (the variation of the energy with respect to the
displacement of the grain boundary) s k, where s is the grain
boundary surface tension and k is the local mean curvature of the
grain boundary. (Note, in this manuscript, we focus explicitly on the
classical case where all grain boundaries have equal and isotropic
surface tensions and mobilities.) Following the same approach, we
can write the velocity of a triple junction as the product of a
mobility mtj and the driving force for triple junction motion that
arises from the surface tensions of the three grain boundaries

meeting there f
!

tj ¼
P

i s q!i ¼ s g!tj, where q!i is the unit tangent
vector along grain boundary iwhere it joins the triple junction and
g!tj ¼

P
i

q!i is its vector sum. The interaction between the grain

boundary and triple junction motions can have a profound influ-
ence on the evolution of the entire systems of grain boundaries that
comprise the microstructure. Note here that because the driving
force on the grain boundary has the dimensions of a pressure or
stress while the driving force on the triple junctions is a force per
unit length, the dimensions of the grain boundary and triple
junction mobility are different, and the ratio mb=mtj has the
dimension of a length. Also, note that when the three isotropic
grain boundaries meet at the triple junction at an angle of 2p=3
there is no force on the triple junction. We maywrite the equations
of motion for both the grain boundaries and triple junctions more
formally as

vt X
!¼ mb s k n!; k ¼ vss X

!
, n!; (1)

and

dX
!

tj

dt
¼ mtj

X
i

s q!i ¼ mtj s
X
i

q!i ¼ mtj s g!tj; (2)

where X
!

:¼ X
!ðs; tÞ ¼ ðxðs; tÞ; yðs; tÞÞ represents an arbitrarily

curved grain boundary where s and t represent the arc length and

time, X
!

tj :¼ X
!

tjðtÞ ¼ ðxtjðtÞ; ytjðtÞÞ represents the position of the

triple junction, and n! is the outer unit normal vector to the grain
boundary.

For the upper triple junction shown in Fig.1(a), we can explicitly
evaluate the resultant vector in Eq. (2), g!tj ¼

P
i q
!

i: q!1 ¼ ð0;�1Þ,
q!2 ¼ ðsinb; cosbÞ and q!3 ¼ ð � sinb; cosbÞ, resulting in
g!tj ¼ ð2cosb� 1Þ e!2, where e!2 represents the unit vector along
the y-direction and b represents the angle as depicted in Fig.1(a). As
discussed in Ref. [2], the above system of equations admits a
steady-state solution in which the upper GB moves downward (in
the y-direction) with a velocity of constant magnitude

v0 ¼ mtj sð1� 2cosbÞ (when b2
�
p
3;

p
2

�
), and the steady-state solu-

tion can be written as
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y xð Þ ¼ L
p� 2b

½lncos ðp� 2bÞð2x� LÞ
2L

� lnsinb �; (3)

for 0 � x � L with L>0 a fixed constant. This solution can be
extended periodically with the period L in x-direction for Eqs.
(1)e(2) [2].

We consider the dynamics of the system of grain boundaries
shown in Fig. 1(a): initially it consists of two steady-state motions
via the periodic extension of the grain boundary profile in Eq. (3),
i.e., the upper part of the profile (i.e. yðxÞ þ d0=2 with d0 >0 a fixed
constant) migrates downwards in the y-direction with constant
velocity v0 and the lower part of the profile (i.e. �yðxÞ � d0=2) mi-
grates upwards in the y-direction with the same constant velocity
v0 (see Fig. 1(a)). Before the upper and lower parts of the grain
boundary profiles meet, the triple junction angle must be between
p
3 and p

2.
The upper and lower sections of the grain boundary profile

move toward each other until they meet at a time we designate
t ¼ 0, for convenience (cf. Fig. 1(b)). Once these two triple junctions
meet, a topology change event will occur, i.e., the junction will
subsequently split into two different triple junctions and abruptly
migrate away from each other in the ±x-direction (instead of the
±y-direction), as shown in Fig. 1(c)). This topology change event,
i.e., the switching of which grains are neighbors of each other is
called a T1 process [19e21]. Note that during the T1 process, the two
triple junctions change their direction of motion by ±p

2 (cf. Fig. 1 (a)
and (b)). This abrupt change of the triple junction angle, i.e., from b

to a :¼ aðtÞ with 0<aðt ¼ 0Þ ¼ p
2 � b< p

6 will instantly change the

resultant vector on the triple junction from g!tj ¼ ð2 cos b� 1Þ e!2

to g!tj ¼ ð2 cos a� 1Þ e!1 with e!1 the unit vector along the x-di-
rection. The abrupt change in the direction of triple junctionmotion
and the steady-state triple junction angle converts the grain
boundary dynamics from a steady-state to a non-steady state
motion.

After the T1 process occurs, the grain boundaries will continue
to evolve via mean curvature flow, and the grains (shaded in blue in
Fig. 1(d) will become smaller and smaller) until they eventually
disappear and form a straight line (see Fig. 1(e)). The final disap-
pearance of the shaded grain is a T3 process [21].

To aid the discussion (and numerical analysis) below, we
perform the following changes of variables: the lengths and time
variables are, respectively, normalized by the length parameter xs ¼
L and the time parameter ts ¼ L2=ðmbsÞ, where L represents the
periodic length of the grain boundary steady-state profile defined
in Eq. (3) (also shown in Fig. 1). With the above set of non-
dimensional variables (we still use the same notations for brev-
ity), Eqs. (1)e(2) can be non-dimensionalized as follows:

vt X
!¼ k n!; k ¼ vss X

!
$ n!; (4)

dX
!

tj

dt
¼ d g!tj; (5)

where d is the dimensionless parameter

d ¼ L mtj

mb
> 0: (6)

In fact, the steady-state triple junction angle b and the dimen-
sionless parameter d are related as follows [2]:

2b� 2d cos bþ d� p ¼ 0: (7)
This suggests that bðdÞ is a monotonically decreasing function
for d � 0. Asymptotic analysis shows that

bz

8>><
>>:

p

2
� d

2
þ O

�
d2
�
; for 0< d≪1;

p

3
þ p

3
ffiffiffi
3

p
d
þ O

�
d�2

�
; for d[1:

(8)

In addition, from these relations, we see that b/p
2 as d/0 and

b/p
3 as d/∞.
In the following, we focus on how triple junction drag affects

grain boundary motion during T1 and T3 processes. For simplicity,
we assume that the grain boundary migration shown in Fig. 1(a))
for t <0 is in steady-state and all of the results presented below
start at the time (t ¼ 0) (see Fig. 1(b)-(e)).

3. Drag effect during T1 and T3 processes

We used a parametric finite elementmethod [22,23] to solve the
above sharp-interface model, i.e., Eqs. (4)e(5). We focus on grain
boundary dynamics from the steady-state profile (see Fig. 1(a) and
Eq. (3)) through the subsequent non-steady state motion (t � 0) -
all length units are scaled by L and hence the results are indepen-
dent of the discretization. Fig. 2 shows the temporal evolution of
the triple junction angle aðtÞ and the triple junction velocity VtjðtÞ
for 0:5 � d � 200. These numerical results demonstrate that the
dimensionless parameter d has profound effects on the evolution of
the triple junction angle aðtÞ.

By our extensive numerical results (see Fig. 2), according to the
magnitude of the dimensionless parameter d, we can categorize the
dynamic evolution process of the triple junction angle aðtÞ into the
following three different cases: (i) when 0< d< dc1z2:5, the triple
junction angle aðtÞwill decrease slowly and monotonically from its
initial value að0Þ to zero (see Fig. 2(a)); (ii) when dc1 < d< dc3z10, the
triple junction angle aðtÞwill first increase to a maximumvalue and
then decrease quickly to zero (see Fig. 2(a)); (iii) when d> dc3, the
triple junction angle aðtÞ will first increase rapidly from its initial
value að0Þ to amaximumvalue adm at time t ¼ td1, thenmaintain this

maximum value as a plateau until t ¼ td3, and finally decrease

rapidly to zero at t ¼ tde (see Fig. 3(a)).
The rate of change of the grain area S :¼ SðtÞ for the above sys-

tem in one period for t � 0 can be calculated analytically as:

dS
dt

¼ �
I

vnds ¼ �4aðtÞ; 0 � aðtÞ � p

3
; (9)

where vn is themagnitude of normal velocity of the grain boundary.
From the above equation, we can see that the triple junction angle
aðtÞ is a good indicator which can be used to represent the drag
effects which are exerted by triple junctions on grain boundary
migration. In addition, when d is large, aðtÞ approaches p=3 (i.e., it
approaches its equilibrium value and the relaxation time for a is
small, see Fig. 2). In this limit, dS

dtz� 4p
3 and the classical von

Neumann-Mullins relation will be valid, i.e., dS
dt ¼ p

3 ðn� 6Þ for a
grain growth where n is the number of triple junctions (where
n ¼ 2).

For Case (iii) (i.e., d> dc3z10), the triple junction angle aðtÞ
rapidly increases from its initial value að0Þ to a maximum value adm
during the T1 process (see Fig. 3(a)), i.e., when two grains lose a side
and two others gain a side. This neighbor switching event implies
that the triple junction angle will immediately change from bzp

3 to
að0Þ ¼ p

2 � bzp
6 (for sufficiently large d) and the two newly sepa-

rated triple junctions will migrate in the ±x directions, respectively.



Fig. 2. Temporal evolution of the triple junction angle aðtÞ (left column) and the magnitude of triple junction velocity VtjðtÞ (right column) immediately following a T1 event (at
t ¼ 0) for small (a and b) and large (c and d) values of the mobility ratio parameter d>0.

Fig. 3. (a) Plot of aðtÞ for d ¼ 20 and (b) numerical results for adm :¼ maxt�0aðtÞ for
different d[1 (symbols) and its asymptotic fitting behavior (cyan solid line) adm ¼ p

3 �
4:3d�1 when d> dc3z10. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure
legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Table 1
Numerical fitting results for pðdÞ, qðdÞ, t1ðdÞ and td1 in the fitting formula Eq. (10)
during the T1 process for different d[1.

d pðdÞ qðdÞ
t1ðdÞ

�
L2
mbs

�
td1

�
L2
mbs

�

20 0.197 0.211 1:27� 10�3 5:95� 10�3

30 0.143 0.178 7:26� 10�4 4:45� 10�3

50 0.102 0.152 3:18� 10�4 2:75� 10�3

70 0.0877 0.127 1:57� 10�4 1:89� 10�3

100 0.0712 0.130 9:35� 10�5 1:20� 10�3

150 0.0609 0.117 4:41� 10�5 6:74� 10�4

200 0.0555 0.106 2:55� 10�5 4:33� 10�4

400 0.0462 0.0696 6:76� 10�6 1:37� 10�4

800 0.0352 0.0234 1:98� 10�6 3:94� 10�5

Fig. 4. (a). Plot of t1ðdÞ (symbols for numerical results) and its asymptotic fitting
formula t1ðdÞ ¼ 1:03d�2 (solid line) for different d during the T1 process and (b). plot of
t3ðdÞ (symbols for numerical results) and its asymptotic fitting formula t3ðdÞ ¼ 0:91d�2

(solid line) for different d during the T3 process.
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Our numerical results show that large deviation of the triple
junction angle from p=3 to about p=6 leads to a rapid increase in the
triple junction angle aðtÞ to admz

p
3 from its initial value aðt ¼ 0Þ

over 0 � t � td1. We find that the numerical results for the time
evolution of the triple junction angle aðtÞ during this process is well
fitted by the following relation

aðtÞ ¼ p

3
� pðdÞ �

p
6 � qðdÞ

1þ t=t1ðdÞ
; 0 � t � td1; (10)

where pðdÞ, qðdÞ and t1ðdÞ are tabulated in Table 1 for large d (i.e.,
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Case (iii)).
As Table 1 shows, pðdÞ, qðdÞ, td1 and t1ðdÞ are monotonically

decreasing functions of d. In addition, our numerical results show
that (see Fig. 4(a))

p dð Þz0; q dð Þz0; t1 dð Þz1:03d�2
; td1z18:4d�2

;

when d[1. This immediately implies that, when d is very large, Eq.
(10) collapses to the following relation:

aðtÞ ¼ p

3
�

p
6

1þ t=t1ðdÞ
; 0 � t � td1; (11)

where the relaxation time t1ðdÞz1:03d�2.
For Case (iii) (i.e. d> dc3), we also observe that during the T1

process, the triple junction angle reaches the plateau at adm and the

triple junction velocity reaches the plateau at Vd
mzdð2 cos adm � 1Þ

for td1 < t < td3 (see Figs. 1 and 3(a)). Fig. 3(b) shows how the triple

junction angle plateau adm depends on d. By numerical simulations,
we obtained the following relations for the above quantities:

admz
p

3
� 4:3d�1

;Vd
mz7:45� 9:25d�1

; d> dc3z10:

Subsequently, the two newly formed triple junctions during the
T1 process will approach each other and eventually annihilate in
the T3 process (see Fig. 1(c)-(e)). In Case (iii), we see that the triple
junction angle aðtÞ begins to rapidly decrease immediately before
the T3 event (i.e., t � td3), eventually decreasing to zero as the triple
junction drag effect becomes increasingly pronounced as the
enclosed grain becomes small, the grain boundary curvature in-
creases and the triple junction velocity rapidly grows (see
Fig. 2(c)e(d)). We can capture the non-steady state triple junction
angle evolution which is inherent to the T3 process by

aðtÞ ¼ p

3
� rðdÞ �

p
3 � rðdÞ

1þ
�
tde � t

�.
t3ðdÞ

; td3 � t � tde ; (12)

where rðdÞ, t3ðdÞ, tde and td3 are displayed in Table 2. As clearly shown

in Table 2, rðdÞ, td3 ,tde and t3ðdÞ are monotonically decreasing func-
tions. In addition, when d[1, we obtain numerically (see Fig. 4(b))

rðdÞz0; t3ðdÞz0:91d�2
; tde � td3z49:9d�2

; tdez0:0444:

This immediately implies that, when d is very large, the relation
(12) collapses to the following relation:
Table 2
Numerical fitting results for rðdÞ, t3ðdÞ and numerical results for tde � td3, t

d
e for

different d[1 in the fitting formula Eq. (12) during the T3 process.

d rðdÞ
t3ðdÞ

�
L2
mbs

�
ðtde � td3Þ

�
L2
mbs

�
tde

�
L2
mbs

�

20 0.0856 3:07� 10�3 1:54� 10�2 0.0566
30 0.0838 1:17� 10�3 1:05� 10�2 0.0521
50 0.0775 4:07� 10�4 6:38� 10�3 0.0487
70 0.0729 2:09� 10�4 4:49� 10�3 0.0473
100 0.0688 1:01� 10�4 2:94� 10�3 0.0463
150 0.0648 4:48� 10�5 1:74� 10�3 0.0455
200 0.0626 2:51� 10�5 1:16� 10�3 0.0451
400 0.0598 6:10� 10�6 3:88� 10�4 0.0445
800 0.0584 1:46� 10�6 1:15� 10�4 0.0444
aðtÞ ¼ p

3
�

p
3

1þ
�
tde � t

�.
t3ðdÞ

; td3 � t � tde ; (13)

where the relaxation time t3ðdÞz0:91d�2.
4. Discussion and conclusions

Experiments and atomistic simulations show that the standard
assumption that triple junction angles are always in equilibrium
fails when grain boundaries move quickly, such as in nanoscale
materials where grain sizes are very small. This effect is now un-
derstood to be attributable to finite triple junction mobility (equi-
librium triple junction angles imply infinite triple junction
mobility). Many experimental observations and theoretical and
simulation studies focus on the effects of triple junction mobility
under conditions where the triple junction velocity is constant; i.e.,
steady-statemigration. On the other hand, grain boundary network
evolution in real microstructures is fastest immediately proceeding
or following topological events (i.e., where grain boundary curva-
ture is especially large). Hence, the effects of finite triple junction
mobility or triple junction are most pronounced near topological
transition and such transitions are an essential feature of micro-
structure evolution in materials with both nano-macro-scale mean
grain sizes. In this study, we focussed on the essentially non-
steady-state case of triple junction motion/grain boundary migra-
tion that accompanies topological transitions.

In particular, we studied triple junction drag effects during the
T1 process (neighbor grain switching) and the T3 process (disap-
pearance of two-sided grains). To connect with earlier work, we
devised a simulation geometry where the migration is steady-state
before and after these topological events (but not too near the
events themselves). For the most important case, where the triple
junction mobility is large, but finite, we identified a dimensionless

parameter d ¼ L mtj
mb

that plays a key role in describing the dynamical
evolution of the triple junction angle and triple junction velocity
during the T1 and T3 processes, where L the characteristic length of
the problem and mtj and mb are the triple junction and grain
boundary mobilities (as in many of the steady-state analyses).

The key results of our study is the prediction of the conditions
under which consideration of triple junction mobility near topo-
logical events is essential and the time-scale t over which such
effects persist. The triple junction angle varies with time in the
vicinity of a topological event as aðtÞ ¼ A� B=ð1±t=tÞ where the
constants A and B depend on the steady-state triple junction angle
before and after the topological event. The ± refers to whether the
variation in the angle is after or before the topological event. Our
results demonstrate that the relaxation time associated with the

non-steady-state triple junction angle scales as t � d�2. It is
important to note, that the variation of the triple junction angle
discussed here is in addition to the well-studied dependence of
triple junction angle on triple junction mobility.

While the variation of triple junction angle in the vicinity of
topological events is a general feature of microstructure evolution
and finite triple junctionmobility, the form of this variation and the
relaxation to steady- (or near-steady) state triple junction angles
also depends on the magnitude of d. While the main results sum-
marized above are valid for d> dc3z10, for smaller d (i.e., d< dc3 -
small triple junction mobilities) steady-state triple junction angles
are never achieved and the classical steady-state prediction of the
finite triple junction mobility triple junction angle is never appli-
cable. Hence, the classical predictions of triple junction angle and
its dependence on triple junction angle is only appropriate above
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some threshold value of d and hence should be used judiciously in
cases of microstructure evolution where the grain boundaries are
moving quickly (e.g., the often discussed case of nanocrystalline
materials).
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